Ongoing Maintenance Projects
Gervais High School, Tony Miller
8‐19‐ 15

The gym is done. Basketball hoops are here.
All that is left for the middle school is the sidewalk and breeze
way between the modulars. I’m working on landscape now.
The electric reader board is going to valley fab to get longer
legs, adding 6’ to the legs.
The roof on Sam brown is done. Landscaping is next.
The modulars from brooks are done inside. Cox electric is going
to finish next week. I’m doing the communication conduit this
week. Ld. plumbing is doing the plumbing. Northwest movers
are patching the foundation today. All done when their done I
will call for an inspection. I hoping to pour cement the 2nd week
of august for the breeze way.
Dansky concreate will be doing the breeze way. I have ordered
2 new doors for the elementary school.
I’m still trapping gophers in the baseball, football, soccer and
softball fields. they made a real mess last winter. I have been
repairing the football, baseball and soccer fields this week. I will
have a couple guys working on the entrance of the high school

when polo gets back from vacation. Polo has been out for
health reasons for the last 2 weeks
I’m waiting for the number signs and bollard to finish the new
gym. Done
My focus will be on getting the landscaping done once the
modulars are ready to use.

Everything below is done.
Gervais Middle School
Waiting on the County to find out when they are to be here for the final inspection.
The water flow bell has been installed, the pad is done for the man door on south side of the
building, and the finial has been set up for Tuesday I won’t know the exact time till that
morning we are waiting for American sprinkler to loop the system as per Woodburn fire
department. The sidewalks have been repaired at the new gym. One modular is on the
foundation the other is being lowered today
I have ordered the numbers for all of the building for the fire department
Ordered bollards for the fire hydrant .

The
The looping of the sprinklers is done.
I just spoke with American sprinkler; he is waiting for the calculations from the fire protection
engineer to finish the project. He told me he would be here to do it in June.
I will be working at the middle school this week trying to get stuff done.

The stem wall is done on the modulars
Northwest movers will be here next week the sit down the modulars on the foundation
From Roger Parsons: We will be there on Tuesday and get it poured. Concrete is set to come at
11:00 am. Scott (with Par‐Teck) will be there to set up Tuesday morning and possibly Monday
night. This is done. Par‐Teck needs to redo the entrance to the gym but the county will give us
occupancy DONE
We need to hook up water, sewer, and electricity on GMS modular. Starting the project now.

Gervais Elementary School
The GES campus is completely fenced. I’m trying to do the same at GMS and GHS.
We will start remodeling the entrance to the k‐2 building from the main building. It used to be
the girls restroom in the lower gym.
Steve and gus are working on the entrance to the elementary building than installing 2 new
doors.
The floor in room 10 is rotting. Water damage waiting for the insurance company to call me
back on what they will cover. I have Dan on call to fix the floor.

We are done with pioneer, new carpet, 2 new sinks, and a new
toilet.

